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The authors report experiments with a diffraction-based biosensor based on self-assembly of
target-containing nanobeads that form optical diffraction gratings. They demonstrate that the
diffraction signal is a function of the bead size, and that noise is minimized by normalizing the
intensities of the diffraction modes. They characterize the dependence of the diffraction signal on
equivalent bead size and demonstrate the potential of the scheme in detecting biologically
significant molecules. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2746409�

The development of rapid and label-free biosensors for
the detection of clinical biomarkers is important for early
diagnosis of diseases.1 A variety of optical biosensors have
been developed for biomolecular detection.2,3 Among them,
optical-diffraction-based biosensing has been demonstrated
to be a powerful method for detecting biomolecular binding,
which depends on changes in effective height or refractive
index on periodically patterned gratings.4–9 A few reports
discuss the diffraction signal intensities with respect to the
grating height shifts.10–12 In many studies involving diffrac-
tion gratings, additional signal enhancement was necessary.
The enhancement was achieved either by microfabricating
diffraction gratings with specific heights or by using sequen-
tial amplification steps after the capture of target molecules
on a solid sensor surface. We herein report a study on self-
fabricated diffraction gratings with bioconjugated spheres.
Accordingly, binding of target-containing beads to a func-
tionalized area directly forms a diffraction grating and inher-
ently provides an enhanced signal without the use of any
enzymes, fluorescent, or radio labels. The method is rapid
and inexpensive due to its being devoid of integrated circuit
fabrication techniques and sequential amplification steps. In
this letter, we characterize the dependence of the signal in-
tensity on the bead size and also demonstrate the system’s
potential for rapid and label-free detection of clinically im-
portant biomolecules.

The detection strategy involves the in situ assembly of
diffraction gratings and interferometry measurements �Fig.
1�. On a gold-coated glass slide �gold chip�, periodic patterns
of biotin-coupled bovine serum albumin �B-BSA� were mi-
crocontact printed using a polydimethylsiloxane �PDMS�
stamp. These B-BSA micropatterns act as ligand templates
for the streptavidin coupled polystyrene beads �streptavidin-
beads� to form in situ assembled optical diffraction gratings.
The interference of coherent light beams reflecting from the
bare gold surface and the top of the beads provides the
means for optical signal detection. The beads, because of

their larger size compared to the target molecules, signifi-
cantly and intrinsically enhance the signal intensity without
the need for additional amplification.

Interference is an optical phenomenon resulting from the
superposition of electromagnetic waves traveling with differ-
ent path lengths. When an ideal reflective diffraction grating
is illuminated by a coherent monochromatic light, i.e., laser,
the reflected beam from ridges and lands possess different
phases and thus diffraction patterns composed of bright and
dark modes are produced �Fig. 2�. The incident beam on the
grating surface has to cover at least four pairs of stripes in
order to produce well-separated diffraction modes so that the
intensity of each mode could be individually measured.13 For
an ideal diffraction grating shown in Fig. 2, the intensity of
zeroth and first order diffraction modes can be represented
by Eqs. �1� and �2�, respectively.

I0 � cos2�2��/�� , �1�

I1 � sin2�2��/�� . �2�

Here, � represents the height of the grating and � the wave-
length of the laser beam �632.8 nm�. Equations �1� and �2�
suggest that the intensity of each mode is a periodic function
of grating height �. Therefore, for each grating height ���
there exists an equivalent height ���� between 0 and � /4 that
gives the same diffraction signal intensities.

In order to validate the detection strategy, we chose the
well-established biotin-streptavidin pair as a model system.
The tetrameric protein streptavidin binds to its complemen-
tary ligand biotin, in a 1:4 ratio with a high binding affinity
�Ka=1015M−1�. Micropatterns of biotin ligands on a gold
chip were prepared using a PDMS stamp bearing 15 �m
wide alternating linear patterns. An ultrasonically cleaned
stamp was inked with a solution of B-BSA �Pierce, 1 mg/ml
of phosphate buffered saline �PBS, GIBCO�� and left to
stand for 5 min. After removing the excess solution on the
stamp with a gentle stream of nitrogen gas, the stamp was
brought into contact with a precleaned gold chip. A very
small amount of force was applied on the stamp to make aa�Electronic mail: savran@purdue.edu
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contact between both surfaces. The stamp was removed after
2 min and the stamped gold surface was rinsed gently with
PBS to remove the unbound B-BSA. The B-BSA was depos-
ited only in the direct contact areas on the gold surface. Due
to the strong binding of BSA to gold surface, the stamping
provided robust micropatterns with a high density of biotin.
The gold chip containing B-BSA patterns was incubated with
a suspension of streptavidin-coupled polystyrene beads
�Bangs, 30 �l, 1.5�1012 beads/ml� for 5 min followed by
rinsing with PBS and nanopure water to remove unbound
streptavidin beads, and dried under a gentle stream of nitro-
gen gas. This step yielded well defined micropatterns of
beads that functioned as diffraction gratings �Fig. 3�. Note
that the streptavidin on the beads served as model “targets”
in this study. The method is otherwise generic: any target
molecule can be captured using beads functionalized with
appropriate receptors.

To examine the effect of grating height on the signal
intensity, we used polystyrene streptavidin beads with vari-
ous mean diameters: 120, 310, 350, 390, and 490 nm
�350 nm beads were magnetic polystyrene�. The equivalent
bead size, i.e., the ideal diffraction grating height between 0
and � /4 that would produce the same diffraction intensities
are 120, 6, 34, 74, and 143 nm, respectively. The gratings
formed by beads with different diameters were examined by
atomic force microscopy to be correspondent with the nomi-
nal mean bead sizes.

The interferometry setup comprised of a helium-neon
laser beam �Newport R-30991, 632.8 nm, 5 mW� focused
onto the sample surface by a convex lens �focal length:
60 mm� to a beam diameter of approximately 150 �m. The
reflected laser beam was guided onto a silicon photodiode by
a beam splitter �Thorlabs BS016�. A pair of convex lenses
�focal lengths: 30 and 70 mm� fixed between the beam split-
ter and photodiode further separated the diffraction modes. A
silicon photodiode �12 V reverse bias, Thorlabs DET110� in
conjunction with an adjustable aperture �Thorlabs SM1D12�
and a bandpass filter �Thorlabs FL632.8-10� was affixed on a

translation stage �Thorlabs MT3� for measuring the signal
intensities. The photodiode was connected to a 10 k� resis-
tor to convert the output current into voltage. The resulting
signal was connected to a low-pass filter/amplifier �Stanford
Research SR640� and recorded by a computer with a
National Instruments LABVIEW interface.

Neat B-BSA patterns did not produce a measurable dif-
fraction pattern upon irradiation with the laser beam. How-
ever, the reflected beam from the bead-constituted diffraction
gratings formed distinct and measurable diffraction patterns
composed of several order modes. The intensities of the ze-
roth and first modes �I0 and I1� were measured with 10 and
30 dB gains, respectively, and were plotted against the
equivalent bead sizes �Fig. 4�. According to Eqs. �1� and �2�
I0 decreases and I1 increases with increasing equivalent bead
size. Figure 4�a� shows that individual variations of I0 and I1
with equivalent bead size are inconsistent with the theoreti-
cal expectation. We attribute this to sample-to-sample varia-
tions, small drifts in incident laser intensity, and a few im-
portant differences between the current system and an ideal
diffraction grating �which we describe next�. However, the
normalized modal intensities �I1 / I0� and the associated curve
fit shown in Fig. 4�b� agree with the expected trend that I1
increases with respect to I0 with increasing equivalent bead
size.

Our diffraction gratings are composed of randomly dis-
tributed spherical beads and not solid ridges with rectangular
cross sections. The effective roughness of the bead patterns
is much higher in comparison and thus degrades the diffrac-
tion intensity due to scattering. Further, the imperfect occu-
pation ratio of beads also affects the diffraction intensity. In
our experiments, we obtained an average of 63% occupation
ratio for each sample with only minor variation. Moreover,
the polydispersity of the bead diameters and nonspecific
binding of beads to some extent in the interpattern regions
may also affect the diffraction mode intensities. Also, small
variations between samples and drifts in laser intensity make
it difficult to rely on absolute measurements of the diffrac-
tion modes. Because of these deviations from ideal condi-
tions, it is not possible to have a perfect agreement with

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of
the in situ assembled diffraction grat-
ing as a biosensor.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Operation basics of an ideal diffraction grating.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Optical micrograph of ��a� and �b�� neat B-BSA
stamped patterns and ��c� and �d�� the gratings obtained from the self-
assembly of streptavidin-coated beads with 490 nm diameter on B-BSA
micropatterns printed on a gold chip.
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theoretical expectations. However, normalizing the intensi-
ties �I1 / I0� significantly reduces disturbances sustained by
absolute measurements and confirms the expected increase
of I1 with respect to I0 with increasing equivalent bead size.
Moreover, the plot shown in Fig. 4�b� serves as a character-
istic curve to predict a signal for a specific equivalent bead
size �and vice versa�.

In order to verify the obtained characteristic curve, we
prepared a diffraction grating using streptavidin-coated mag-
netic beads with a diameter �860 nm� different from the ones
used before. A bead with an actual diameter of 860 nm
�equivalent diameter=124 nm� should result in a I1 / I0 ratio
similar to that of the 120 nm bead grating. This indeed was
the case: the experimentally measured I1 / I0 ratio was 0.181,
while that for 120 nm bead grating was 0.190. The slightly
lower signal value of 860 nm bead grating could be attrib-
uted to the higher surface roughness of the bead patterns due
to the larger bead size leading to increased scattering. These
results suggest that the intensity of each mode depends
on the grating height and verify the characteristic curve in
Fig. 4�b�.

To demonstrate the potential of this strategy in clinical
diagnostics, we chose folate binding protein �FBP� �Scripps
Research Institute�, a cancer biomarker circulating in
blood,14 as a model system. It is known that FBP specifically
binds to folic acid with strong affinity.14 We microcontact
printed patterns of folate coupled bovine serum albumin �F-
BSA� on a gold chip as molecular-recognition elements that
binds specifically to FBP. Meanwhile, the FBP present in a
PBS solution was captured by FBP-antibody-coupled poly-
styrene microbeads �1 �m mean diameter�. The FBP-bound
bead suspension �1.5�1012 beads/ml� was introduced to the
F-BSA stamped gold chip and was incubated for 10 min fol-
lowed by rinsing with PBS and nanopure water and drying
under a gentle stream of nitrogen gas. Upon illuminating the
sample surface, a clear diffraction pattern was observed con-
firming the presence of the target molecules on the beads.
The I1 / I0 ratio was measured to be 0.076 and plotted against
the equivalent bead size �51 nm� �Fig. 4�b��. The I1 / I0 ratio
of FBP experiment is in good agreement with the character-
istic curve we obtained earlier.

In conclusion, we have studied a rapid, label-free, and
inexpensive diffraction biosensor based on in situ assembled
diffraction gratings. The optical processing and data analysis
were straightforward and fluorescence or radio label-free.
Under similar bead packing densities, we characterized the
dependence of modal ratios upon an equivalent bead size.
This characteristic dependence enabled us to choose beads
with proper sizes for stronger signals and also allowed veri-
fication of bead sizes. We also demonstrated the potential of
the system as a diagnostic tool by detecting FBP, a cancer
biomarker. The system is generic and can be used to detect
numerous biomarkers by functionalizing beads and the solid
surface with appropriate receptors. The system can also be
readily combined with bead-based separation techniques
�e.g., immunomagnetic separation� to capture molecules
from complicated mixtures. We anticipate that this biosensor,
because of its simplicity and potential to miniaturization, can
facilitate the development of an inexpensive and portable
device.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Experimental results. �a� Variation of the intensities of the zeroth and first modes �I0 and I1� with equivalent bead size. �b� Dependence
of I1 / I0 ratio on equivalent bead size and the signal resulting from cancer marker �FBP� detection.
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